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Factors to be consider :

The helmet chosen should o�er the desired 
protection and comfort and not create any 
additional safety problems

SELECTION
of SAFETY HELMETS/
BUMP CAPS

- Potential hazards anticipated
- The style of the helmet / cap
- The material of the helmet / cap
- The colour of the helmet / cap
- Comfort and �tness
- Adaptability of accessories
- Meet international /  National
  standards



QB Safety Helmet 
QB-AQM2

P8

Plastic suspension with slip 
ratchet headband adjustment 
for AQM3

QB-LR-P8-AQM3-SLIP

P7

Webbing suspension with 
wheel ratchet headband 
adjustment for AQM3

QB-LR-P7-AQM3-RAT

HEAD PROTECTION

QB Safety Helmet 
QB-AQM3

An all time favourable design that are widely accepted at all level
Lightweight, durable and impact resistant
Made from high density polyethylene material
Excellent comfort and perfect impact protection with six point
suspension
Approved to EN397, SS98

A super lightweight, durable and impact resistance short peak
safety helmet
Made from high density polethylene or ABS material
Excellent comfort and perfect impact protection with six point
suspension
Universal slot that is adaptable to most accessories
Approved to EN397, SS98

P3

Plastic suspension 
with wheel ratchet 
headband adjustment 
for AQM2

QB-LR-P3-
AQM2-RAT
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Elastic chin strap 
with chin cup

Helmet Accessories

P4 P5

Sweatband

Safeware

Nylon chin strap Nylon chin strap 
QB-AS-P4 QB-AS-P5

Safeware

PVC chin strap

SW-PVCCS  SW-NLCS-BSA

P12

Webbing suspension with 
wheel ratchet head band 
adjustment for AQM8

QB Safety Helmet
QB-AQM8  

Product code: QB-HM-AQM8-WHITE
Revolution design with comfort, performance and style
Reduced peak for better vision while working at height
Universal slot that is adaptable to most accessories
Six point double nape stripe and wheel ratchet
Made from high density polyethylene 
Approved to SS98, CE EN397

QB-LR-P12-AQM8-RAT

HEAD PROTECTION
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Safeware Baseball Cap SW-SM-913-56-BU

Sports working cap
Insert with high quality plastic shell
Provide good protection with additional soft pad for 
shock absorbing 
Approved to CE EN812:1997
Available color: Blue

Safeware HDPE Bump Cap SW-SM-903-56 

Light weight working cap for general workplace
HDPE cap material
Approved to CE EN812:1997
Available Colors: Blue, Yellow, White

QB-BC-SC02SS-NB
Navy Blue

QB-BC-SC03SS-GE
Grey

QB-BC-SC02SV-NB
Navy Blue- short peak

QB-BC-SC01SS-BK
Black

* Logo embroidery available as requested

Provide a variety of colors for di�erent 
workplace
Lightweight at approximately 170 grams
External fabric securely �tted to shell
by velcro
Come with re�ective tape for better visibility
Available in black, blue, grey and 
yellow �uorescent
Approved to CE EN812/A1

Quebee Baseball Cap is a revolutionary step forward in head protection. The removable ergonomic protective shell composed of ABS 
polyvac provides maximum safety and comfort using stabilizers, anti shock foam cushioning, ventilation points and an anti sweatband. 
The light weight machine washable nylon shell with large side ventilation panels provides optimum comfort, with an adjustable Velcro 
strap for easy adjustment.
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